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Introduction
I n the sequel K denotes a non-Archimedean valued field. We assum e that
K is complete and that its valuation is not trivial. The value group 0/ K
is denoted by IK *I.
Ban ach algebras and fun ction algebras over K are defined in the obvious
way . As in the case of function algebras over t he complex numbers,
there is a close relat ion (eh. 2) between finitely generated function algebras
over K and polynomially convex subsets of K », The structure t heore m
(3.1) for polynomially convex subsets of K. is the too l to study the fun ction
algebras which are genera ted by one element (mon ic function algebras ).
These algebras are studied in ch . 4.
Polynomially convex sets in K», n > 1, can be rather complicated and
we are unable to determine their structure . However, monomially convex
sets are treated to a fair extend in ch . 5.
In eh. 1. and ch. 5. we give a number of general results on Banach
algebras, under which:
(1.2) Let B be a K-algebra wh ich has a collection M of maximal
ideals such that n m=O, and [B /m : K ]< oo for each mEM. Then B
m Ell!
has at most one topology for which B is a Banach a lgebra over K.
(1.4) Let B be a Banach algebra over K . Then B is Noetherean if
and only if every ideal of B is closed .
(1.5) K {X; e} is Noetherean for every K and every e.
(5.1) Let B be a Banach algeb ra over K and let L :>K be a comp lete
va lued field whose valuat ion extends the valuation of K. Then B is
Noetherean if B ®l{ L is Noetherean .
1. General properties 0/ Banach algebras
D efinit ion. A (non-Archimedean) Ban ach algebra over K is a K -
algebra provided with a norm II II such that (A , II II) is a Banach space
and IIxYII <; IIxll lIy/I for all x, YEA .
R em a rks . In this artic le we consider only commutat ive Ban ach
algebras with an identi ty 1 and such that 11 111 = 1. See [6] for some details
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and examples. It is well known that Banach algebras over K have the
following bad properties:
(a) There is no analogue for the Gelfand-Mazur theorem. In fact, every
non-Archimedean valued field has a non trivial, valued extension field.
Hence a maximal ideal m of a Banach algebra A over K need not be
the kernel of a homomorphism of A in K. Even worse Ajm need not be
finite or algebraic over K. See [5] Th. (4.1).
(b) Let A be a Banach algebra over K. In general the set m(A) =
= {h: A --+ Klh homomorphism} provided with the weak topology is not
compact.
(1.1) Theorem. Let B be a Banach algebra over K. Suppose that there
is a set {mili E I} of maximal ideals of A such that n mi=O and
[Bjmi: K]<oo for each i. ieI
Then every K-algebra homomorphism from any Banach algebra A over
K in B is continuous.
Proof. Let rp: A --+ B be a K-algebra homomorphism. Let ni denote
the natural map: B --+ Bjmi. The map ni 0 rp: A --+ Blm; is continuous for
every i E I. Indeed, im (ni 0 rp) ~ K and is therefore a field. Now ker (ni 0 ep),
being a maximal ideal, is closed. Using the closed graph theorem, we have
only to prove the following: let {fnln E N} C A be such that lim [«= 0
and lim rp(fn) = g E B, then g = O. Since ni and ni 0 rp are continuous we
have
ni(g) = ni (lim ep(fn)) = lim (ni 0 rp)fn = ni 0 ep (lim fn) = O.
Hence g E n mi = O.
ieI
(1.2) Corollary. Let B be a commutative K-algebra with identity.
Suppose that B satisfies the conditions of (1.1). Then there is at most one
topology on B induced by a norm on B for which B is a Banach algebra
over K.
Remarks. (1) In general a semi-simple Banach algebra over Kneed
not have a unique topology, as one sees in the following example:
K is the field of p-adic numbers, K I is the algebraic closure of K and
K 2 is the completion of K I. It is known that [K 2 : KI]tr = 2No ([ ]tr
meaning the transcendance degree). Fix an algebraically closed subfield
F of 0 (the complex numbers) such that [0: F]tr=[F: Q]tr=2No and fix
an isomorphism rp: K I --+ F.
We regard 0 as a K-algebra by means of this map. The isomorphism
ep can be extended (in many ways) to an isomorphism of K 2 onto O.
Choose two extensions rpl and rp2 such that for some x E 0, Irpcl(x) I=I-
=l-lrp2-I(X)I. Define two norms on 0 by Ilxlli =lrpi~l(x)1 (i=l, 2). For both
norms °is a Banach algebra over K; clearly the norms are not equivalent.
(2) The product of Banach algebras A and B over K is denoted by
A x B. It is defined as usual.
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(3) Let I11I be a semi-norm on the K-algebra A such that Ilxyll <:Ilxllllyll
for all x, YEA. Then (A, 1111)" denotes the Hausdorff completion of (A, 1111).
(1.3) Theorem. Let R be a K-algebra with an identity and provided
with two semi-norms II III and II 112 such that Ilxylli <:Ilxllillylli for all x, y E R
and Illlli = 1 (i = 1, 2). Let II II = max (11111, II 112). The follo1/,ing conditions
are equioaleni :
(1) There is a fER such. that Ilf-lI11<1 and IlfI12<1.
(2) (R, 1111)" ~ (R, 11111)" x (R, 11112)".
Proof. (1) =? (2). The map 11': (R, 1111) -+ (R, 11111) x (R, 11112) defined
by 1p(a) = (a, a) is isometric. It is enough to show that the image of 1p
is dense. Let e denote (1,0). There is for every e> 0 an odd integer m
such that g=((f_l)m+ l)m satisfies 111f'(g)-ell<e. For any element (a, b) E
E (R, 11111) x (R, 11112) we have 111p(aglb(l-g)) - (a, b)11 <;;E max (1Ialll' Il bI12).
This means thatif' has a dense image.
(2) ~-? (1). Is obvious.
Definition. Let R be a Banach algebra over K. A norrned R-module
M is a R-module M together with a norm II II satisfying Ilrmll < IIrflllmll
for all r E R, m. E M. A Banach R-module is a complete normed R-module.
(IA) Theorem. Let R be a Banach algebra over K. Then:
(a) If M is a finitely generated Banach Ii-module then there exists for any
set of generators {ml, ... , mk} of M a constant c> 0, such that any m E M
can be written as m= .L rrm, with ri E R and max (flrill) <cllmll.
(h) Let 111 be a Banach R-mod1lle. The follOll'ing conditions are equivalent:
(1) M is N oeiherean,
(2) Every Ii-submotlule of M is closed.
k
Proof. (a) The map 11': Rk -+ M defined by 1p(rl' ... , rk) = .L rrnu is
i~l
continuous and surjective. It induces 1pl: Rkjker 1p -+ M which is bijective
and continuous. According to Banach 1pC l is continuous. For any m. E M
there is an element (rl' ... , rk) such that 1p(rl, ... , rk) = m and II(rl, ... , rk)11 <:
<; 21Ilf,c1(m)11 <; 21Iv'1-1111Imll. So c = 211v'c111 has the property stated in (a).
(b) (1) => (2). Suppose that there is a non closed submodule of M.
Then there is a maximal one, say N. Choose no E N\N; then N -t-Rno=N.
Take a set of generators {nl' ... , nk} of N. Then {no, nl, ... , nk} generates N.
k
We know that no= lim .L rijni for suitable elements rij E R.
j~oo i=l
k
This means: lim Ilno- Irijnill=O. According to (a), applied to N, there
j--+oo i=l k k
are elements Sii E R such that no - I run«= .L Sijni and max (1Isiill) <;
i~l i~O i k
<cllno- .L rijnill· For suitable j, max (1ISijll) < 1. Now: (l-soj)no= .L (rij+
i i=l
+sij)ni. Since (I-soj) is a unit in R we find a contradiction.
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(2) =? (1). Suppose that {Nnln Ell} is an increasing sequence of sub-
modules of AI. Choose 0 E t\, 0 < 0< 1, and mn E N n for n :> 2 such that
inf limn +N n-l ll ;:;:. ollmnll . Take a sequence }.n E K such that ollAnmnll >
>IIAn+lmn+l11 for a ll n.
00
The element m= L Anmnbelongs to U AInand does not belong to U 111n-
n -2 00
Indeed, suppose m E 111k; then a = L m« E M k and ollAkmkl1<; 11- Akrnk +all ,;;;
n - k
< Ilh+lmk+& This cont radicts t he const ruct ion of m. Q.E.D.
In t he sequel we will need some informat ion about Banach algebras of
power series . Let X = (Xl, . .. , X n ) denote n indeterminates and let
e=(el, ...,en) denote an n-t uple of positive real numbers. K {X;e} is the
Banach algebra of all power series 1= L a~X!X for which lim [a,,[e l " ...
'" en""= O. The norm on K {X ;e} is given by 1/11= ma x la" lel '" ... o-> .
It is well kn own (11. REl\Ii\l E R1' and H. G RAU E R T [2] or S. BOSCH [1])
that this ring is Noethercan and has more nice rin gtheoretic al properties,
pro vided that 121, . .. , ell E IK *I. In [3], GtiNTZER weakened this condit ion
in several ways. A sufficien t condition is for instance e\, ... , en E VIJ{* 1=
={e En len EIK*j for some n }. In the next theorem we will show that
no condition is needed.
(1.5) Th eorem. K{X; e} is Noeiheream,
Proof. Let K be a valu ed field and f1 a positive rea l number with
f1 ~ VIK*I· We define an extension K(t, f1) of K in the following way :
+00
Ktt, f1) cons ist of all Laurent ser ies 1= L antn in an indeterminate t ;
n=oo
coefficients in K and such that lim Ilall llf1n = O. On K(t , f1 ) we define a norm
by 11/11 = max lan[f1n. It is an easy exercise to show that 1\(t, f1) is a com-
plete valued field . Now we need t he following lemma .
(1.6) L emm a . If K(t , ,u){X; e} is N oetherean then so is K {X ;e}.
Using (Ul) one finds a field L:> K such that e l , . .. , en E 1/1L*f and sueh
that L{X ;e} Noetherean implies K {X ;e} Noetherr-an . Hence (1.fi) follows
from (1.6) and the result of Gtm tze r.
Proof o f ( 1. 6). Any g E Kit , f1){X ; e} can uniquely be written as
+00
g= L antn where an E K{X ;e} a nd lim IIOnllf1n = O. Moreove r 11011 = max
n= - OO
Ilgnllf1n. Let I be an ideal of K {X ; e} and .! its extension to Ktt , f1){X ; e}.
Let /1 , ..., IsE I generate J. F or l E I we have 1= L gdi wit h gi E Ki t, f1)
i
{X;e}. Put gi= L Ytntn where atn EK{X;e}. Now 1= L(Lgtnft)tn . Uni-
n n i
queness gives 1= LalOft. This means that I is generated by /1, ..., Is;
i
consequentely K {X ;e} is Noet herean.
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R emark. Some results on affinoid algebras do not carryover to the
case {eb .. . , ell} ¢ I/JK* j. F or instance, one sees easily that K {X , Y; p" p,-l }!
!(X Y -1) is isomorphic to K(t , p,) for p, 1= VIK*I . Hence (XY -1) generates
a ma ximal ideal (of height one ) and of infinite codimension over K.
2. F unction algebras
De finit ion s . A function algebra A over K is a Banach algebra
over K, commutative and with an identity, such that 11/11= sup {lh(f)1
Ih : A -+ K homomorphism} for all lEA . A Banach algebra A is (top o-
logically) genera ted by /1, ..., In if the polynomials in /1, ..., In are dense
in A . The Banach algebra is called monic if it is (topologically) generated
by one element.
For Banach algebra A we denote by m(A) the set of all homomorphism
of A into K, provided with the weak topology.
E x amples and remarks . (1) Let X be a compact zero-dimen-
sional space. The Banach algebra of all functions on X and with values
in K , normed by IIIII = sup {If (x)! Ix E X} is denoted by O(X -+ K ) or O(X).
Obvio usly O(X) is a function algebra and X =m(O(X)). Moreover , O(X)
is monic if and only if X is metrizable. ([5] (5.5))
(2) The algebra K {X ; e} is a fun ction algebra if and only if one of
the following conditions is satisfied :
(a) eb .. . , enE IK*I and K is not locally compact.
(b) IK*I is dense in the set of positive real numbers.
Thi s is well known and we won 't prove it. The algebra is (topologically)
generated by Xl, ... , X n.
(3) Let A be the algebra of all power series in n variabl es L alX,.... IX..
XlIX' ... XlllXn such that sup la".. ... IXnl < 00. A is a Banach algebra with
respect to the norm II II = sup lalX ,•...lXn l. A is not topologically finitely
generate d. A is a func tion algebra if and only if K is dense in the set of
positive real numbers. The norm on A is multiplicative.
(4) Let A be a Banach algebra . The spect ral semi-norm II lis is defined
by 1/1Is= sup {Ih(f)l lhE m(A )} . The completion (A , Il lIsr is a function
algebra.
(5) Theorem (1.1) implies that every algebraic hom omorphi sm between
func t ion algebras is continuous.
(2.1) Theorem. L et R be a function algebra over K. The following
condi tions are equivalent:
(1) {h(f )lh E m(R )} is relatively compact lor every I E R.
(2) m(R) is compact.
(3) R is isomorphic to O(X -+ K) for some O-dimensional compact space X.
(4) The linear subspace of R generated by idempotents is dense in R .
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Proof. (1) => (2). By definition m(R) is homeomorphic to a closed
subset of II {h(f)/h E m(R)}.
fER
(2) => (3). R is isomorphic to a closed subalgebra R' of C(m(R) -+ K).
The algebra R' separates the points of m(R). The theorem of Stone-
Weierstrasz [4] states that R'=C(m(R) -+ K).
(3) => (4). Easy and well known.
(4) => (1). If I is a linear combination of idempotents then {h(f)1
hE m(R)} is a finite set. For any I E R, 1= lim In where each In is a linear
combination of idempotents. One easily shows that this implies the
compactness of the set {h(f)lh E m(R)}.
(2.2) Corollary. II K is a local field then every lunction algebra over
K is isomorphic to a C(X -+ K) lor some O-dimensional compact space X.
Remark. To avoid the trivial case (2.2) we suppose in the sequel that
the field K is not locally compact.
Definitions. Let V be a non-empty bounded subset of K», We
define the seminorm II IIv on the algebra of polynomials K[XI , ... , X n]
by Ilpliv= sup {lp(x)l lx EX}. P( V) will denote the completion of (K[Xl, ... ,
... , X n], II IIv). A bounded subset V of K» is called polynomially convex,
if y E K» and Ip(y)1 < II p liv for all polynomials p E K[XI , ... , X n] implies
y E V.
n-convex if y E K» and Ip(y)1 < Ilpliv for all polynomials p of total degree
< n implies y E V.
(2.3) Theorem. L et A be a junction. algebra generated by h, ... , In
and let V={(h(h), ... , h(fn»EKnlhEm(A)}. Then :
(1) V is polynomially convex.
(2) A is isomorphic to P(V).
(3) V is homeomorphic to m(A).
Proof. (1) Let y E K» satisfy Ip(y)1 < Ilpllv for all polynomials p.
Then 1j!: K[h, ... , In] -+ K defined by 1j!(p(h, ... , In»=p(y) is a continuous
map which can be extended to A. By definition of V we have y E V.
(2) Let 1= {p E K[XI , ... , XnJlllpllv= O}. Then (K[h, ... , In], II II) is
isomorphic to (K[Xl, ... , Xn] /I, II Ilv). Hence
A ~ (K[Xl, ... , Xn]/I, II Ilvr=(K[XI , ... , X n], II IIvr~ P(V).
(3) It follows from (2) that m(A) ~m(P(V)). It is clear that m(P(V»
equals V as a set. The topology on m(P(V» is generated by the open
sets {XE Vllp(x)/ <l} where p runs through K[XI , ... ,XnJ. This equals
the topology on V induced by K»,
Remarks. (1) Theorem (2.3) shows that the theory of finitely
generated function algebras is "isomorphic" to that of polynomially
convex subsets of K», The following natural problems arise:
5 Indagationes
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(a) Describe the polynomially convex subsets of K»,
(b) The elements of P( V) are continuous functions on V. Describe those
functions on V which lie in P( V).
(c) Find conditions on V assuring P(V)=C(V).
A solution of these problems will be given for n= 1 in ch. 3 and ch. 4.
In ch. 5 we make some remarks on the case n » 1.
(2) If Vi C K» is polynomially convex (resp. rn-convex) for all i EO I
then n Vi is polynomially convex (resp. m-convex). Let W be a bounded
subset of K» ; by hulloo( W) (resp. hullm( TV)) we denote the smallest poly-
nomially convex (resp. m-convex) set containing W. Easy consequences
are:
(a) hulloo(W) = {x EO Knllp(x)j <: Ilpllw for all polynomials p.}.
(b) hullm(W) = {x EO Knllp(x)1 <:IIpllw for all polynomials p of degree m.}.
(c) hulloo(W) =m(P(W)).
(d) If A C B then hullm(A) C hullm(B) and hulloo(A) C hulloo(B).
00
(e) hullm(A) ~ hullm+1(A) and hulloo(A) = n hullm(A).
(f) Let a EO K» and A EO K. Then m~l
hulloo(a+AA)=a+A hulloo(A); hullm(a+AA) =a+A hullm(A).
(3) Examples 01 polynomially convex sets.
(a) Choose (a!, ... , an) EO K» and positive real numbers el, ... , en. The
set V = {(Xl, ... , xn) EO Knl IXi - ail <:(Ji for all i} is a I-convex set and we
may of course suppose that (Jl, , (In EO IK*I. P(V) is the algebra of all
power series L A"I ..... I'<,,(X1- a1)" (Xn-an)"n such that lim IA"I(J1'1 ...
... (In''n=O. Hence P(V) is isomorphic to K{X; (J}. Moreover if IK*I is a
dense subset of the positive real numbers then hullm({(xl, ... , xn) EO Knl
1J:'i-ail <(!i for all i}) = V for all m.;» 1.
(b) V = {(J:', y) EO K2!xy = 1, Ixl <:1, IYI <: l} is a 2-convex subset of K2.
N N
Any I EO K[X, Y] has the form 1= L anXn + L bnyn + (XY -I)g where
n~O n~l
g EO K[X, Y]. We will show that 11/11v= max (Ianl, Ibnl). Indeed; multiplying
N
I by a power of X and by an element of K we may suppose 1= L cnXn
and max Icn ! = 1. n~O
If there is a EO K with lal = 1 and I/(a)1 = 1 then the proof is finished.
If there is no such element we conclude that the residu field of K must be
finite and that according to our assumptions IK* I is a dense subset of
the positive real numbers. Take a EO K with lal = 1 and b EO K with Ibl < 1.
Now l(a+b)=/(a)+bh(a)+b2/2(a)+ ... +bNIN(a). Letjbe the first integer
with 1!J(a)1 = 1. For b EO K with Ibl < 1 and close enough to 1 we find
I/(a+b)1 = Ibill/;(a)1 = Ibil. Therefore also in this case 11/11v= 1.
Now it follows easily that P( V) is isomorphic to the algebra of all
+00
Laurent series 1= L anXn with lim lanl = 0 and normed by IIIII = max [ani.
n--oo
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This norm is multiplicative and P( V) is Noetherean since it is also iso-
morphic to K{X, Y; 1, I}/(XY -1).
3. Polynomially convex subsets ot K.
Let V be a subset of K. We define on V the equivalence relation f"oo.J
by x f"oo.J y if the sphere B(x, Ix - yJ) is contained in V. We endow V / f"oo.J
with the quotient-topology and the quotient metric. Let j, or sometimes
jv, denote the canonical: V -+ V/f"oo.J. For every b e Vjc---" j-l(b) is a sphere
or a point. If j-l(b) is a sphere then b is an isolated point of V. For a, b E V
with j(a)efj(b) is d(a, b)=d(j(a), j(b)). Moreover V/t""oo-' is complete if V
is complete.
With this terminology we are able to state our main theorem.
(3.1) Theorem. Let V be a bounded non-empty subset ot K. Then V
is polynomially convex it and only it V/t""oo-' is compact.
Remarks. (3.1) is the non-Archimedean analogue of the theorem
of Silov: "A subset of the complex numbers is polynomially convex if and
only if it is compact and its complement is connected". Our main theorem
will be proved in a number of lemmas.
(3.2) Lemma. Let 171, ... , an E K and let (2 be a positive real number.
The n-convex set VQ = {x E KI [(x-aI) (x-an)1 <:(2} has the form:
V =B(al, (21) U ... U B(an, (2n) where (21, , (2n E IK*I·
Proof. We may suppose 11711:;" la21:;" :;" lanl and 11711> lanl. (Use a
n_
translation in K.) If (2:;" lall n we have VQ = {x E KI [xl <: V(2}' Thus VQ =
n
=B(al, (21) u ... u B(an, (2n) where (21=(22= ... =(2n= sup {A E IK*IIA<:Vel
If (2< lall n we denote by i the last integer with lail = [all. We have
WI=Vu(l {xEKl lxl=lall}={xEKII(x-aI) ... (x- ai)ll all n- i<:(2}
W2= VQ (l {x E Kllxl < [aII} = {x E Kllallil(x-ai+l) ... (x-an)1 <:(2}
and V = WI U W2 . Induction on n ends the proof.
(3.3) Lemma. Suppose that aI, ... , an+l are n+ 1 distinct points of
K. Then hulln ((a1, ... , an+l})=B(ai1 , (21) U ... U B(ain , (2n) for suitable
iI, ... , in E {l, ... , n+ I} and (21, ... , o« E IK*I·
Proof. Let P n be the set of polynomials of degree <:n and let
V = {aI, ... , ant-I}. \Ve construct an orthogonal base of P n with respect to
1IIIv by: po=I; Pl =("Y-al); P2=(X-al)(X-ai2); ... ; Pn=(X-al)
(X -C(i2) ... (X -ain ), such that IPk(aik+l) I = Ilpkllv.
n
Then hulln( V) = n Vi where Vi = {x E KI Ipi(x) I <:Ilpillv}. This follows
i~l
easily from the orthogonality of {po, ... , Pn}. Because of (3.2) we have
n
Vj=B(al, rl j) U ... U B(aij' r/) and hence n Vi must have the form
i=l
Bia-, (21) U ... U B(ai
n
, (2n). Obviously we may choose (21, ... , (2n E IK*I·
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(3.4) Lemma. Every n-convex subset of K is either the union of
k points or the union of k spheres and k <n.
Proof. Let V be a n-convex subset of K. We may assume that
card (V) > n. Let a E V and choose aI, ... , an E V such that card ({a, aI, ... ,
... , an})=n+1. By (3.3) there is a positive real number (! such that
B(a, (!) C hUlln{a, aI, ... , an} C V. Hence V is open and closed. Moreover
every element a E V is the center of a maximal sphere B(a, (!a) C V.
Indeed; this is trivial when the set IK*I is discrete and in the case that
IK*I is dense in the set of positive real numbers it follows from
hUlln({x E Kllx-a[ <(!}) =B(a, (!)= {x E Kllx-al <(!}.
Obviously we have for any two points a, b E V either B(a, (!a) n
n Bib, (!b) = ep or B(a, (!a) = B(b, (!b). Therefore, V is the union of disjoint
spheres. If their number were greater than n, we can choose centers
bi, ... , bn+1 of n+ 1 disjoint spheres among them. Now
hulln({b l , ... , bn+1 }) C V
and (3.3) yields the contradiction that some b., bj (i=j) lie in a sphere
contained in V.
(3.5) Lemma. Let V =B(al' (!l) U ... U B(an, (!n) C K and suppose
that Bta«, (!i) n B(aj, (!j)=ep for i=/cj. Then:
(a) P( V) = P(B(al, (!l)) x ... x P(B(an, (!n)).
(b) V is polynomially convex.
Proof. (a) Let m= max {Iai-ajlli, j E {I, ... , n}}. We may suppose
that m=!al-azl= ... =lal-asl and lal-akl<m if k »:«. Of course 8 can
be n.
The polynomial p=(X-az) ... (X-as)(al-az)-l ... (al-as)-l satisfies:
IIp-I/IA < 1 and /lP/lB< 1 where B=B(az, (!z) U ... U B(as, (!s) and A = V\B.
Using theorem (1.3) we have P(V)=P(A) x P(B) and induction on the
number of spheres ends the proof.
(b) ei denotes the element of P( V) satisfying: ei(x) = 1 for x E B(ai' (!i)
and ei(x) = 0 if x rt B(ai' (!i). Let 1j1 E m(P( V)). There is an integer j such
that 1j1(ej) = 1. Hence 1j1 corresponds to a point of B(aj, (!j). Now hulloo ( V) =
=m(P(V))= U B(ai, (!t)= V.
i
Proof of theorem (3.1). Suppose that V is polynomially convex.
The sets hulln(V)/ '"'-' form a projective system and the maps
epn: V c: hulln(V) --+ hulln(V)/'"'-'
form a projective system. Hence we get a continuous map
tp : V --+ lim hulln(V)/'"'-'
which factores through a continuous map 1j1: V/'"'-' --+ lim hulln(V)/'"'-'.
+-
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Now we will show that 'ljI is isometric. Take x, y E V such that x rf.J y.
Since V = n hulln(V) there is anintegern such that B(x, ly-xJ) ¢ hulln(V ).
"Using d(x, y )=d(jv(x ), jv(y)) and
d('ljI(jv(x)), 'ljI(jv(y))=d(rpo(x) , rpo(y ))= d(x, y)
one finds that 'ljI is isometric. It follows from (3.4 ) that card (hulln(V) Ir.....} < n
and hence lim hulln(V)/"""" is compact. Since V I"""" is complete we conclude
+--
that V I"""" is compact.
To prove the converse, we assume that VI'" is a compact set. It is
easy to check that V must be closed in K. F or every m e 11 there are
at, .. . , as in V I'" such that V I"'= U Bia«, 11m). Choose Vi E V such that
i
j(Vi)=ai. Then j-l(B(ai, 11m )) = (B(Vi, 11m) n V) U j- l(ai ). Le t V m denote
the set U B(Vi , 11m ) U j-l(ai ). Then V m =:l V for all m and n V m = V.
i m
According to (3.5) each Vm is po lynomially convex. Therefore V, being
the intersection of the sets Vm , is polynomially convex.
(3.6) Corollary . L et W be a compact sub set of K. The set {WiI i E I}
of all isolated points of W is finite or countable. Choose for each i a real
number ei ;;;' 0 such that lim ei = O. Then V = W U (U Btiu, ed ) is a poly-
i
nomially convex set. Moreover every polynomially convex subset of K can be
obtained in this way.
Proof. There is a surjective continuous map W -+ vt-: H en ce V I""""
is compact and polynomially convex. Suppose now that Z C K is po ly-
nomially convex. Choose for every a E Z I......., an element z E j-l(a). So we
obtain a compact set Zl C Z . For every isolated point Z E Zt, let ez= sup
{eIB( z , e) C Z}. Since Z is polynomially convex B(z, ez) C Z . By con -
struction we find Z = Zl U (U {B (z, ez)lz isolated point of Zl}). Because
of the compactness of Z I'" we have lim ez=O .
ZFZl
(3.7) Coroll a r y . L et V and W be polynomially convex subsets of K .
T hen :
(1) V U W is polynomially convex.
(2) If V n W = 4> then P ( V U W ) ""-' P (V ) x P( W).
(3) If A is a closed subset of Vj......., then j-l(A) is polynomially convex.
Proof. (1) There is a continuous surjective map : VI"""" U WI.......,-+
-+ V u Wi.......,.
(2) It follows from (3.6) that we can find spheres Bta«, ell, ..., B(an, en)
and Btb-, ,ul), . . . , B(bm, ,um) such that V C U B(ai, ei) and we U B(bj , ,uj)
and (U B (ai, ei)) r. (U B(bj, ,uj))=4>. Apply (3.5) and (1.3).
(3) If x, Y E j-l(A) and if there is a sphere B e V with x, y E B then
j (B ) E A and Be j-l(A ). So j-l(A )/",=A and j-l(A ) is polynomially
convex.
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4. Monic [unction. algebras
As we have seen every monic fun ction algebra is isomorphic to P(V)
where V is a suitable polynomially convex subset of K. In this chapte r
we will study the algebra P( V) .
(4.1) Theor em. L et V be a polynomially convex subset 01 K. For
o
z E V we define ez= sup {e E U IB(z , e) C V }. Then :
(1) P( V) is the algebra 01 continuous [unct ions I : V --+ K sati sl y ing: F or
o
every z E V , IIB(z, ez ) is a convergent po wer series.
(2) The closed subalqebra 01 P( V) generated by the idemp otents 01 P( V) is
isomorphic to C(Vj '""'-' ).
Proof. (1) If/ E P( V) then IIB(z, ez) E P(B(z , ez)) and hence IIB(z , ez)
is a convergent power series. Using the notation of (3.6) we write
V = W u ( U B(ai, ei)) ' According to the theorem of Stone-Weierstrasz [4],
iel
there is a polynomial p for every continuous I: V --+ K, satisfying
o
I IB(z , (lz) E P(B(z , ez)) for a ll z E V , such that II/-p llw < e.
Since I-p is continuous we can find iI , .. . , in E I sueh that II/ -pIIA«: e
wher e A = V\B and B=B(ail' eiI ) U .. . U B(ain , ein )' Using (3.7) we find
P( V ) ~ P(A) x P(B) . The formulas 11 / - p liA < e and 1- plB E P(B) imply
/ E P(V).
(2) Let I E P( V ) be an ide mpote nt . For eve ry sphe re B C V , l iB E {O, I}
because P(B) does not contain idempotents differ ent from 0 and 1. So I
induces an element JE C(v t-: --+ K). Th e set {] E C(V j,.....,,) /f E P( V) , f2 = t}
separates the point s of V j,.....". Us ing Stone-Weierstrasz one completes the
proof.
(4.2) Corollary. L et V be a polynomially convex subset 01 K . The
lollowing conditions are equ ivalen t.
(1) V is a point or a sp here. (i. e. card (V j'""'-') =I) .
(2) P( V) has no zero divi sors.
(3) P( V) has no idempotent elements.
(4) II Ilv is multiplicative.
(4.3) Corollary. L et V be a polynomially convex subset 0/ K. The
lollowing conditions are equ ivalen t .
(1) V is comp act.
o
(2) V =rP.
(3) C(V) = P( V).
The proofs of (4.2) and (4.3) are easy consequences of (4.1) .
(4.4) Remark s. In the last part of this ehapter we will investigate
t he ideals of monic fun ction algebras. We recall t he well known theorem :
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"Every ideal in K {X; e}, where X denotes one indeterminate, is generated
by a polynomial."
To avoid cumbersome notation we regard C(Vj,.....,) as a subalgebra
of P(V).
Let X be a compact zero-dimensional space. We recall (see [5]) the
following properties: The map A 1--+ i(A) = {f EO C(X)lf(A) = O} of the family
of closed subsets of X to the family of closed ideals of C(X) is bijective.
Moreover the points of X correspond with the maximal ideals of C(X).
(4.5) Theorem. Let V be a polynomially convex subset of K. Let I
be a closed ideal of C(Vj,.....,) corresponding to the closed set A C Vj,.....,. Denote
by l' the closed ideal oi P( V) generated by I. Then:
(I) 1'={fEOP(V)lf(j~I(A))=O}.
(2) 1'nC(Vj,.....,)=I.
(3) P( V)j1' =P(j-l(A)).
(4) P( V) is N oetherean if and only if V j,....., is finite.
(5) Every maximal ideal of P( V) has finite codimension over K.
Proof. (1) Certainly l' C {f EO P( V)lf(j-l(A)) = O}. Take f EO P(V) with
f(j-l(A)) = 0 and take 8>0. There is a set 01 C Vj,....., such that: 01 is open
and closed; 01::) A; If(a)1 <8 for all a EO V such that j(a) EO 01. Let 02=
=Vj,.....,-OI. Then P(V)=P(j-l(01))XP(j-l(02)). Let e denote the charac-
teristic function of j-l(OI). Now f=ef+ (I-e)f; Ilefll <8 and (I-e)f EO l'
imply f EO 1'.
(2) follows from (I).
(3) The restriction map P(V) --+ P(j-l(A)) has kernel 1'. An argument
simular to that in (I) shows that the map is also surjective.
(4) follows from (2) and the fact that K{X; e} is Noetherean.
(,1'» The maximal ideal III intersects C(Vj,.....,) in a maximal ideal N.
Let the point a EO Vj,....., correspond to N. According to (3) P(V)jllI =
=P(j-l(a))jllI' where lII' is some maximal ideal of P(j-l(a)). Furthermore
P(j-l(a)) is isomorphic to K or to K{X; e} (one variable). Hence the result
follows from: "every ideal in K {X; e} is generated by a polynomial".
In the following theorem we give a description of the closed radical
ideals of P( V). To simplify the situation we assume that K is algebraically
closed. For an ideal I in P( V), N(I) denotes {a EO VII(a) = O}. For a set
A C V we put i(A) = {f EO P( V)lf(A) = O}.
(4.6) Theorem. Let V be a polynomially convex subset of K. Suppose
that K is algebraically closed. Then:
(I) N(I) is a polynomially convex subset of V satisfying condition (F):
"for every sphere B C V, N(I) n B is either a finite set or is equal to B".
lIIoreover, if A is a polynomially convex subset of V satisfying (F)
then N(i(A)) = A.
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(2) For any subset A 01 V, i(A) is a closed radical ideal 01 P( V).
Moreover, il 1 is a closed radical ideal 01 P(V) then i(N(l)) =1.
(3) There is a 1-1 correspondence between the set 01 all closed radical
ideals 01 P( V) and the lamily 01 all polynomially convex subsets 01 V
satislying (F).
(4) Every radical, closed ideal 01 P(V) is the intersection 01 maximal ideals.
Proof. (3) and (4) follow at once from (1) and (2).
(1) Take IE P( V) and choose a sequence of polynomials pn with
00
lim 11/-Pnllv=O. Then {a E VI/(a)=O}= n {a E Vllpn(a)! <1I/-Pnllv}. Con-
n~l
sequentely N(l) is a polynomially convex subset of V. Since every
IE B(a, (2), I i= 0, has at most finitely many zero's in B(a, (2), the set
N(l) n B is either finite or is equal to B for every sphere Be V.
To prove the last part of (1) it suffices to show that there exists for
any b E V\A an element I E P( V) such that I(A) = 0 and I(b) i= O. We
consider two cases.
o
Case 1: b e V. Let B(b, (2b) be the maximal sphere contained in V
and with center b. Let e be the characteristic function of B(b, (2b). As
shown in (3.7), e E P(V). If A n B(b, (2b) =4> then e solves the problem.
If An Bib, (2b)={bl, ... , bs} then e(X-b1 ) ... (X-bs)=1 satisfies I(A)=O
and I(b) =1= O.
o
Case 2: b ¢:. V. Here j(b) ¢:. j(A) and j(A) is closed in V/"",. Thus we
can find an element IEO(V/"",) satisfying l(j(b))i=O and l(j(A)) =0. This
function I, regarded as an element of P( V), solves the problem.
(2) The first part is trivial. Clearly i(N(l)) :J 1. Suppose now that 1
is a closed radical ideal and that IE P( V) satisfies I(N(l)) = O. It suffices
to show that IE 1. We consider first two special cases.
Case 1: IE O(V/"",). The ideal J =1 n O(V/""') is a closed ideal in
O(V/""'). Thus for some closed set DC V we have J = {g E O(V/""')lg(D) = O}.
It is easy to see that D=j(N(l)). Consequently IE J C 1.
Case 2: "Suppose that there is a maximal sphere B C V with I(a) = 0
for all a¢:. B". Let e E P(V) denote the characteristic function of B. The
ideal el C P( V) restricted to P(B) is generated by a polynomial. According
to N(l) n B is 4>, B or {b1, ... , bs} this ideal is the unit ideal, the zero
ideal, or the ideal generated by (X - b1) ... (X - bs ). In the first case
I = [e E 1 because e e I, In the second case 1=0. In the third case I is a
multiple of e(X - b1) .. , (X - bs).
Now we prove the general case. Put V = W u ( U B(ai, (2i)) in the notation
iEl
of (3.6). The set 1 can be finite or countable. For the sake of notation we
suppose 1 =N. Let en E P(V) be the characteristic function of B(an, (2n).
, ,
Decompose 1= '2,len+/(I- '2, en). Using case 2, we find lenEl for all n.
n-l n-l
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Furthermore there is gr E O(V/,.....,) such that 11/(1- Len) -grllv<::cr, gr(A) = 0
n=l
and lim cr= O. Combining this we find dU, I) <cr for all r; it follows I E I.
5. Polynomially convex subsets 01 K»
In this chapter we collect some results about Noetherean Banach
algebras and polynomially convex sets in K»,
(5.1) Theorem. Let R be a Banach algebra over K; L ~ K is a field
complete with respect to a valuation which extends the valuation 01 K.
Then R is N oetherean il R @K L is N oetherean.
Proof. Let Ibe an ideal in R; l' its extension to R'=R @KL. There
are elements /I, ..., Is E I generating the ideal 1'. We will show that I
is also generated by /I, ..., Is.
Take I E I. Then 1= L gdi with gi E R'. There is an !X-orthogonal system
i
{enln E 11} C L, considered as a Banach space over K, such that every gi
has the form gi= L gin ® en. We may assume el = 1.
n
Let us recall the easily shown property: "The !X-orthogonality of
{enln E11} implies II Lan ® enll;>!X max (1lanllllenJD for every convergent
expression L an ® en where an E R.
Now we have I= L (L ligin) ® enor 0 = (L ftgn - I) ® ei + L (L /£gin) ® en·
11. i i n*l i '
The !X-orthogonality gives 1= L ligil.
i
Remark. This theorem also yields a proof of (1.5).
(5.2) Theorem. Let R be a Noetherean Banach algebra over K. Then
every topological O-divisor is a O-divisor.
Proof. Suppose that IER is not a O-divisor. As we know, (1.4), the
ideal IR is closed and hence the bijective map a: R -7- IR, defined by
a(g) = ls. has a continuous inverse. This yields the existence of a constant
c> 0 such that Il/gll;> cll/llllgil for all g ER. Therefore I is not a topological
O-divisor.
(5.3) Theorem. Let R be a Banach algebra over K. R is Noetherean
il R has the lollowing properties:
(1) There is a multiplicatively closed subset S 01 R containing 1, which
[orms also an orthogonal base 01 R.
(2) IIRII = IKI.
(3) R has no topological O-divisors.
(4) The ring R={rERlllrll<::l}/{rERlllrll<l} is Noetherean.
Proof. Let I be an ideal of R and put t = {rEIJllrl1 <:: 1}/{rEIlllrll < I}.
t is an ideal of R and is generated by the images of /I, ..., ft. It is enough
to show that I is generated by /I, ..., It.
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Take q E K with 0 < Iql < 1 a nd Jet for every S E S , S ' = qn(s)s; wher e n(s)
is such that Iql < IIs'li<:1. Put S' = {s' [s E S} . Now writ e It = L aa-s', With -
.'
out loss of generality we may assume t hat max lais' l= 1 for all i .
.'
Choose a maximal orthogonal subset {ei/i E h } of /IS ' U ... U ItS' a nd
let {Ctli E l z} C S' be a maximal or thogonal set such t hat, with I =h U Lz,
the set {eili E I} is a maximal orthog onal subset of R.
The coefficients of t he ei expande d with respect to the orthogonal base
S' lie in t he smalles t closed B-ring containing {ais 'l 1<. i <:t, s' E S'}. This
B-ring is di screte. Analogo us t o [1] § 1, Satz 1, we con clude tha t {ei li E I}
is an or th ogonal base of R.
Let I E I; then 1= L aiei+ L aiei. Since /I , ... , It a re not topological
; t 11 ; E / ,
O-divisors, L aiei E /Ill + ...+ ItR. Hence 1- L aiei is or t hogonal to I and
i Ell iEI1
must be O. SO I E /Ill + ...+ ItR.
Now we return t o polynomially convex sets and give a theorem about
the reducibility of such a set.
(5.4) Th e or em. Let V be a polynomially convex set m K ". Th e
lollowing conditions are equivalent.
(1) II Ilv is not multiplicative.
(2) Th ere are polynornially convea; sets VI and V2 such that V = VI U Vz
and Vl # V, V2 #V.
(3) Th ere are polynornially convex sets Vl, ... , Vm with Vi # V lor all i
and such that V = h ull (V I U .. . U Vm).
Pro of. (1) => (2). Ther e are p olynomials p and qsuch that 0 < IIpqllv =
= QJlpliv ·Jlqllv. Her e 0 < 12 < 1. The sets VI = {x E VI Ip(x)1 <:Q~lIp l lv} and
V2 = {X E VI Iq(x)1 <: (? ! lIqllv} are p olynomiall y convex , differen t from V,and
V= VI U V2•
(2) => (3). I s t r ivial.
(3) => (1). There exists for every i a polynomial Pi such that Ilpt/lv; <
< Ilpiliv. It is obvious t hat II Ilv= max (II Ilv!, ..., II Ilvm ) ·
Then Ilpl ...Pmllv = max (1lpl '" Pmllv;) < max (1Iplllv; ... IIPmllv;). The
i i
last term is less than IIPl liv ... IIPmll v.
D efinition s an d r em arks. An example of a poly no mially con vex
set in K» , important by its relation to the dom ain of convergen ce of a
p ower ser ies , is a mon omiall y convex set V. This is defined by: " V con tains
an open neighbourhood of 0 a nd for every a rf V there is a monomial p
in t he va r iables X l , .. ., X II such t hat Ip(a)/>/Ipllv" . Hence any mon o-
mially convex set has the form {(al, ... , an) E K nl lat 1 ... a,,"n l< 12" for a ll
IX E N~} . Here N o=N U {O} and the 12.\ are positive real numbers.
The set [ V] = {(log lXII, ..., log Ixnl) E Rnl(xl, ... , XII ) E V a nd Xl .•• X n # O}
is a close d convex set which has t he additional properties: (a) The interieur
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of V is not empty, and (b) If (aI, ... , an) E [V] and if bi <at for all i then
(bl , ... , bn ) E [V].
An easy computation gives [IX"II = sup {A E IK* IlL;;; exp (sup {(!X, (1)1
eE [V]})} and further that 112 ac,X"11 = max (lac,1 IIX"'II) for every polynomial
2 a"X"'. This yields that P( V) is the set of all power series f = 2 a"X'''
with lim 1[(,1 [IX"II = O. The norm on P( V) is given by Ilfll = max la,,[ IIX"II.
On the other hand; given a closed convex subset A eRn satisfying (a)
and (b), we form the monomially convex set:
m(A)K= V = {(al, ... , an) E Knllal'" ... an'''1 < sup {exp ((X, (1)1(1 E An.
Since A is the intersection of halfspaces of the form {e E Rnl(!X, e) <;t}
with (X E N~ and et E [K*I, we conclude [V]=A.
So one obtains a 1-1 correspondence between monomially convex sets
in K» and closed convex subsets of R» satisfying (a) and (b). We will
attack problems concerning V and P(V) by a geometrical study of [V].
Therefore we introduce E( V) = the set of extreme points of [V]. It is
clear that sup {(!X, e)le E [V]) = sup {(iX, (I)le E E(V)}.
We are mainly interested in the problem wether P( V) is Noetherean.
To investigate this we may suppose that IK*I is the set of all positive
real numbers. This follows from (5.1) and the observation that for any
complete valued field L"J K, the algebras P( V) @K Land P(m([ V])L)
are isomorphic.
(5.5) Theorem. Let V be a monoml~ally convex subset of K»,
(1) E(V) is compact if and only if P(V) has no topological O-divisors.
(2) II Ilv is multiplicative if and only if E( V) consists of one point.
(3) If E( V) is finite and if for all a, b E E( V) the line through 0 and a - b
is rational then P( V) is N oeiheream,
Proof. (1) If E(V) is compact then
inf { sup (!X +(3, (1)- sup (,x, u)- sup (ti, u)}
QEE(V) QEE(V) QEE(V)
equals 0> - CXJ. Hence IIX,xXPII:> eCIIX"IIIIXPII for all (3. Thus XC> is not a
topological O-divisor. It follows easily that then no element of P( V) is
a topological O-divisor.
Conversely; suppose that P( V) has no topological O-divisors. We may
suppose (use a translation) that sup {(ei, e)l(l E E(V)}=O for i= 1, ... , n
and where el, ... , en denotes a canonical base of R». We are given:
sup (e2+mel, e)- sup (mel, e):>O, where 0 is a negative real number.
eEE(V) QEEIVI
It follows that sup (e2+mel, e):>O for all m.
QEE(V)
If e E E( V) satisfies (e2 +mel, e):> 20 then el:> 20 and 1.!2:> 20. Conse-
quently there is a compact set D C E( V) such that
sup (e2 +mel, e)= sup (e2+mel, e) for all m.
QEE(V) QeD
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Hence:
0= sup (el' e):> sup (el,e)= lim sup (el+l/m ez,e):> limC/m=O.
QEE(V) QED m-->oo QED
This shows the existence of a eEDCE(V) with (eI,e)=O. The same
holds for all ei, i= 1, ... , n. Thus E(V) is compact.
(2) If E(V) consists of one point then P(V) "J K{X; e}. Conversely,
if the norm is multiplicative then V = {a E Knl [ail <;IIXil1 for all i} and
E(V) = {(log IIXIII, ... , log IIXnli)}.
(3) We will give two proofs. In both proofs we assume that IK*I
equals the set of all positive real numbers.
First proof. Put E(V) = {aI, ... ,a/,;}. The set Si={IXENon[(IX,ai):>
:>(IX, aj) for all j} is a semi-group. Each Si is finitely generated since it
is the intersection of N~ with the rational halfspaces (IX, ai - aj):> 0. Let
IXi,l, ... , IXi,Si denote generators of Si. Consider the ring R=K{Yi,t; ei,t}
where 1 <;i<;k, 1 <;t<;Si and ei,t=IIX"'i,t[lv. There is a map rp:R_P(V)
such that rp( Yi,t} = X"'i. t= Yi,t. It suffices to show that rp is surjective.
k
Take 1= ! a"X'" E P( V) and decompose 1= ! Ii such that Ii contains only
i-I
those monomials X'" with IX E Si. Each It has the form
Furthermore, since IIX'"Xliii = IIX"'IIIIXlili if IX and f3 belong to the same
set Si, we find that 11/11 = max Ibnl, ...,n8)e~\ ... e:'::. Thus I is the image
of the element of R given by:
Second proof. We apply theorem (5.3). For S we take {X"'IIX E N~}.
Condition (2) is satisfied. Condition (3) follows from (5.5) part (1). Con-
dition (4): After a suitable translation of [V] we may assume that the
coordinates of all points in E( V) are rational. Let t be their common
denominator. Choose qEK with Iq[=ellt. Put y",=qnl"') X'" where n(IX) is
an integer such that IIY",II = 1.
Then R= k[Y",IIX E A] where A C Non is a finite set containing the gener-
ators of each Si, k denotes the residue field of K, and Y", is the image of
Y", under the map: {r E Rlllril <; I} _ R.
(5.6) Corollary. II V is a monomially convex set in K» and il E( V)
is not compact then P( V) is not N oetherean.
Proof. This follows from (5.5) part (1) and (5.2).
Examples. (1) Take [V]={(a,b)ER2Iab:>1 anda<;O,b<;O}. Then
E(V) = {(a, b) ER2Iab=l, a<;O, b<;O}. An easy computation gives
IIXnYmllv= exp (-2Vnm). The ideal {/EP(V)I/(O,O)=O} is not finitely
generated.
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(2) Take E(V) ={( I ,O) ,(O ,n)}; then IIXnymllv~ max (en, emn). I was
not able to prove or disprove that P (V) is Noetherean . More general it
is not clear that the conditions : " (a) E(V) is finite and (b) after a trans-
lation in R» the points of E( V) are rational" are necessary for P (V) to
be Noetherean.
(3) Let V be a monomially convex set in K» such that E( V) is compact .
Use a translation in R» to reach t he situation in which all the coordinates
of all the points of E( V) are positive.
lI(xl, . .., xn )ll* = max {((lxI I, ..., IXnJ) , e)ie E E(V)} defines a norm on R»,
And in this descr iption we get II X"' lIv= exp (lIall*). On the other hand,
for any norm II li on Rn the set V = {a E Kn l lal"" . .. an""1< exp (llall) for
all a} is mon omially convex an d IIX"' llv = exp (lIall). So we can describe
the monomially convex sets in K», for which E( V) is compact , with
nor ms on R»,
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